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Abstract 
Let T be a tree on n vertices, and let E <$ be a small fixed positive number. The tribe number 
t&) of T is the smallest integer r such that when any vertex is deleted, some r or fewer subtrees 
in the resulting forest together contain more than (1-e)n vertices. We prove the following, 
theorem: Almost all trees have tribe number 2 or 3. 
Let F# be the collection of the nnm2 labelled trees on a common n-element vertex 
set V. We say that a property P defined for all Y” holds for most trees if 
lim,, m [(TE&: Thas property P}I/n”-‘=l. 
For a given tree T and VE V, d(o) denotes the degree of u in T. When u (and all edges 
in T incident with u) is removed there remain d(o) subtrees of T - we call them the 
subtrees of u - containing mi = m*(u) vertices (1 < i < d(u)), listed in decreasing order so 
that 
ml>m2~“‘>md(v) >o, ml+m2+“‘+md(,)=n-1. 
Now let E< l/2 be a fixed positive constant. We call 
the tribe number of u in T, and define the tribe number of T to be 
t&) =max t&, u). 
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Remark 1. t&) > I is equivalent to the following: there is a vertex u such that any r - 1 
subtrees of v together cover at most (1 -.+I vertices. 
Remark 2. Since every tree has a vertex u such that each subtree of v is of size at 
most n/2, the assumption E<+ implies that tr(s)> 2 always. 
Remark 3. Two extreme examples are P,, the path on n vertices and S,, the star on 
n vertices. We have 
tP”(s) = 2, ts,(s)=L(l -s)n]+ 1. 
It is surprising to find that for most trees, tr is bounded. In fact, for most trees, 
m,(o) + Q(U) + Q(U) > (1 - e)n for all vertices UE V. (I) 
Beyond (l), we have the following more detailed picture for most trees. The majority 
of vertices u resemble end-vertices in that t&s, u)= 1, only O(b) vertices have 
t&s, u) = 2, only O(1) of them have t&s, u) = 3, and none have tr(.s, u) > 3. 
??Thus, a typical tree looks like this: There are O(&) vertices u with t&, u) > 2, and 
they obviously form a subtree - call it Sr, the skeleton of T. This skeleton tree is of 
a very simple structure; it consists of a constant number of path glued together. More 
precisely, O(1) vertices (if any) in ST have degree 3 (within Sr), the other O(&) all 
have degree 1 or 2. The leftover n-O(&) vertices just hang down from this skeleton 
subtree in small bunches as fringes. 
While we find (1) (and the typical structure just described) somewhat surprising, the 
proof is a fairly simple calculation using Cayley’s formula nnm2 for the number of 
labelled trees on n vertices. 
Theorem 4. Given any integer r 2 3 and 0 c E < 1/2r, there are constants c1 > c2 >O 
depending on r and E such that, for suficiently large n, 
1-cIn’-r’2< l{T E Z: ~d4~~~I<1_c2nl-,,2 
Izll 
Using the fact that t=(s) is a decreasing function of E, the left inequality with r=3 
yeilds (1). In other words, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 5. For any E > 0, 
lim I{T E %: bW311=1 
n-tm IZI * 
The following lemma is easy to see by induction on r. 
Lemma 6. Given k numbers, 
Xl>X2>... axk>O with sum x=x1+x2+...+xk 
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an integer r, 1 <r< k, and a positive A, then (at least) one of the following holds: 
(i) 1;:: xi>x-rA, 
(ii) there exists a partition of { 1,2, . . . , k} into disjoint sets AI, Al, . . . , A, such that 
c iEA,xi>A, j=l,2, . . . . r. 
Proof. The lemma is trivial for r = 1, since in case A > x,(i) holds (the empty sum is 0), 
while in case A <x, (ii) holds. 
The inductive step from r - 1 to r can be seen as follows. We start with x1, and add 
more x’s one by one until we reach a sum A. The indices of the terms used form the set 
Ai. We clearly have A<CiSAI xi< A+xl. 
Use induction with r replaced by r- 1 and x replaced by x’=x-_CioA, 
xi> x - A -x1. If (ii) holds (for r - 1) we are done; otherwise the sum of the largest 
r-2 elements within the leftover x’s is greater than x’-(r-l)A>x-rA-x1 
proving (i). •i 
Proof of Theorem 4 Suppose r 23, O<E< 1, TEA,, and tr(s) >r. By Remark 1 there 
is a vertex v whose subtrees have vertex sets Si, Sz, . . . , Sdtvj of size, respectively, 
mlam2>“o>md(v) with 
ml+mZ+“‘+md@r=n-l, mI+mz+~~~m,_,i(l-e)n. 
Taking A = en/2r and n 2 2/e, we have (1 -s)n > n - 1 -rA, by Lemma 6 there is 
apartitionof{1,2,..., d(v)} into r disjoint sets Ai, Al, . . . , A, such that CIEA, m,> A, 
i=l,2 ,..., r. 
There is a corresponding partition of the d(v) neighbours of v into disjoint sets 
l’i = Uje,+, S,, i = 1,2, . . . , r of cardinalities 
ni= c m,aA, i=l,2, . . . . r, 
JEAi 
with 
n1+n2+ .e.+n,=n-1. (3) 
Now 
I{Te%,: th)>r}I< c 
n.(n-l)! 
, (nl + l)nl-l . ..(n.+ lr-1 
n,+...+n,=n_l q!...n,. 
(4) 
II,, . . ..n..A 
follows from the fact that for a sequence (n,, n2, . . . , n,) satisfying (3), v can be chosen in 
n ways, V- {v} can be partitioned into parts V, of size ni in (n - l)! /nni ways, and the 
number of trees on vertex set Viu {v} is (by Cayley’s theorem) equal to (ni+ ly(- ‘. 
The number of terms in sum (4) is less than n’- ’ while the general term in the sum is, 
for large n (using Stirling’s formula n *J%n”+ ‘I2 e-“; all constants below depend 
only on E and r), 
&I-I(.i+l)“r-1-wf+112 4 > l+$ ‘int’2(~i+l) 
< c4n #8+ 112 A -3?/2 cc&t+ i/2-3r/2 
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(5) 
so that 
I{TEzQ tT(&)<r}I=n”-2 -l(z%&: tr(&)>r+l}l>n”-2(l-crn’-“2), 
and we have the first inequality in (2). 
Remark 7. The quantity cn’ -(I- 1)/2 in (5) was an upper bound on the average number 
(averaged over all Te.5-J of vertices u with tr(s, u) > r. This leads to a detailed picture 
similar to the one mentioned in Remark 3. To get exactly the picture of Remark 3, one 
would have to compute variances; a computation similar to the one we have just 
made. 
Proof of Theorem 4 (Continued). Now we proceed to the second inequality in (2). Let 
us agree to call UE V special if it has exactly r subtrees (that is, d(u) = r) and every one of 
them has size >.sn. If T has a special vertex u then t&s) > r. Thus, 
I{ TE.F,, t&) 2 r} 12 ) { TEF,,: T has a special vertex} 1. 
To get a lower bound on this number, we need the following trivial lemma. 
Lemma 8. There are at most Q=L((l/e)-2)/(r-2)] p s ecial uertices in any tree. (Note 
that this bound is independent of n.) 
Indeed, assume that we have 4 special vertices ul, . . . , uq in a tree T, and write T’ for 
the subtree generated by them. If d; are the degrees of these vertices within T’ then ui 
has degree r-d: outside T’, and each of these branches have at least sn vertices. 
Hence, 
n>, i (r-di)sn=(qr-2(q-1))en 
i=l 
yielding q < Q. 
Proof of Theorem 4 (Conclusion). Using Lemma 8 we get 
I{ TE&: T has a special vertex} I>: I (TEY~: ul is a special vertex in T} I 
Indeed the number of partitions of V- {ul} into r parts Vi of size ni (i= 1,2, . . . . r) 
is at least (n- l)!/(r! nl! . . . n,!). There are nlib2 trees on Vi and each can be joined by 
an edge to ul in ni different ways. 
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By applying Stirling’s formula again we get 
( { TEY”: t&)2 r} I> I{ TE&: T has a special vertex} I> ~~n”-~n’-~‘-‘~~~ 
and 
~{TE&: tT(&)~~}I~n”-‘-I{T~~“: tT(&)~r+1)I<n”-2[1-c2n’-“2] 
proving the second inequality in (2). 0 
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